1 An Asynchronous Riddle

A hangman summons his 100 prisoners, announcing that they may meet to plan a strategy, but will then be put in isolated cells, with no communication. He explains that he has set up a switch room that contains a single switch. Also, the switch is not connected to anything, but a prisoner entering the room may see whether the switch is on or off (because the switch is up or down). Every once in a while the hangman will let one arbitrary prisoner into the switch room. The prisoner may throw the switch (on to off, or vice versa), or leave the switch unchanged. Nobody but the prisoners will ever enter the switch room. The hangman promises to let any prisoner enter the room from time to time, arbitrarily often. That is, eventually, each prisoner has been in the room at least once, twice, a thousand times or any number you want. At any time, any prisoner may declare “We have all visited the switch room at least once”. If the claim is correct, all prisoners will be released. If the claim is wrong, the hangman will execute his job (on all the prisoners). Which strategy would you choose...

a) ...if the hangman tells them, that the switch is off at the beginning?

b) ...if they don’t know anything about the initial state of the switch?

2 Communication Models

Shared memory allows multiple processes to read and write data from the same location. Message passing is another way for processes to communicate: each process can send messages to other processes. Compare these models: where do they differ and where are they similar? You might consider different models of message passing, for example with or without message loss.

3 Consensus with an n-Register

A n-register allows up to n registers to be written at the same time. Processes may still only read one value at a time. Let n = 6, give an asynchronous and wait-free protocol which solves consensus for 3 processes. You may assume that the registers are initialized with -1 and processes have unique ids from 1 to 3.